




Quick Generation of Steady Flow of Heat on Thermal Conductivity Measurements 
Tetsuro N AKAT AO 
The present paper deals with a technique to get quickly the steady flow of heat， 
which is frequently required on the thermal conductivity measurement. Considering 
in the practical use， itwi1 be discussed on two ways of the simple surface heating: 
1) the one stage heating in which a surface of the measured system is heated by a 
fixed temperature U 0 from the time zero， and 2) the two stage heating in which it is 
heated by a higher temperature nUo from the time zero and by Uo from the time to・
Simple approximate solution of the present heat conductions for large time showed 
that the two stage heating does not give any remarkable improvement than the one 
stage heating. For further discussions， a CR analogous circuit is used， because the 
analytical expressions are much disadvantageous on practice. It is found that two 
stage heating could decrease the time of getting the steady state by 1/2 or 1/3 as 
compared with the time for getting the same in the one stage heating， and that the 
above simple approximate solution is not suitable for such a time region. Analogous 
examination was also carried out On the N ewtonian heating at the surface and it was 
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ここにE三 l/(L-l)，α三 {Oρc)晶/OpC)b}1/2 ...........仏)
T=~主1+包士d+2a( 1一位白士号とp2L l2 I 
. ~ J.岳応a a/L，b 
また/L" p， c，はそれぞれ物質の温度拡散係数，密度および比熱であるO 故に系が定常状態に近づ
いて，測定誤差がはじめてιとなる時間T (これを系の定常化時間と名付ける〉は次式となるo
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Fig. 6 Variation of T depending on to 
under several n's values where 
both axes are in unit of Tn = 1 
均皿 .03 .05 .2 .3.5 LO 
慣=R'/Rt
Fig. 7 Dependence of T隅 onm by the 
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